Home alone
Surviving the first weeks at university can be daunting, but you'll manage if you keep healthy, active and organised. Recent graduate Sarah Armstrong offers some advice.

Starting dental school is a daunting time and it's all too easy to overdo things during the early stages – the academic workload being only a small proportion of university life. The first few weeks will be spent finding your feet, settling in with new friends and getting to grips with your course.

Keeping healthy and active is essential. The onset of the dreaded 'fresher's flu' during your first few months is inevitable with so many students congregating in one place, and immune systems being dented with too many late nights and too much alcohol. The obvious solution being to keep both to sensible levels! Come autumn, 'fresher's flu' may not be the only flu you need to be vigilant against, with the increasing incidence of Novel H1N1 flu (Swine flu) it's important to be on the look out for flu-like symptoms from yourself and others around you to prevent spread and make sure you register with a doctor on arrival.

A minute on the lips
Eating is an important consideration, even if you're staying in catered halls! Often halls of residence will only provide breakfasts and dinner on weekdays so you'll need to provide lunches, all meals throughout the weekend, and depending on your timetable demands you may miss the odd catered meal during the week due to timetable clashes. It's all too easy to slip into the habit of ordering takeaway and making sneaky visits to the kebab shop on these occasions; but not only is it expensive, it's no good for the waistline! Come autumn, 'fresher's flu' may not be the only flu you need to be vigilant against, with the increasing incidence of Novel H1N1 flu (Swine flu) it's important to be on the look out for flu-like symptoms from yourself and others around you to prevent spread and make sure you register with a doctor on arrival.

Watching the pennies
Budgeting is another important consideration. Even if you're staying in catered halls! Often halls of residence will only provide breakfasts and dinner on weekdays so you'll need to provide lunches, all meals throughout the weekend, and depending on your timetable demands you may miss the odd catered meal during the week due to timetable clashes. It's all too easy to slip into the habit of ordering takeaway and making sneaky visits to the kebab shop on these occasions; but not only is it expensive, it's no good for the waistline! Come autumn, 'fresher's flu' may not be the only flu you need to be vigilant against, with the increasing incidence of Novel H1N1 flu (Swine flu) it's important to be on the look out for flu-like symptoms from yourself and others around you to prevent spread and make sure you register with a doctor on arrival.

In these difficult financial times it's worth remembering that loans/credit cards are a lot harder to come by, which in some ways can be viewed as a good thing, preventing unwanted debt amassing early on.

Although university life is a lot of fun, it can be easy to get overwhelmed, tired and homesick. It's worth remembering that you're never alone, there are plenty of people you can turn to for advice including flatmates, family, dental school tutors etc. Don't keep things bottled up, you'll be surprised at how much they can help and identify with your situation.

How can one size fit all?

We have always believed that the digital imaging requirements of dentists vary from practice to practice. So we offer a range of options and systems to meet the needs of every one, be it general or specialist. Be it large, medium or small.

Our competitors take a different approach, preferring the single solution route. Only you can decide who has it right. But a few facts may help you make that decision.

Unlike others, we design, manufacture and develop our software entirely in house. Our painstaking attention to detail is reflected not only in the quality of our products, but in the support, after sales care and training we provide (we even have our own training centre). In short we control every aspect of manufacture and distribution, leaving nothing to chance.

We should also add that, because of the way we work, our prices are also extremely competitive. You will always get a premium product but you will not pay a premium. So there you have it. If you are thinking of investing in dental imaging equipment do you want choice or no choice?

The choice is yours.

For further details, advice on the most suitable solution for your requirements or to arrange a demonstration please contact

Southern sales manager: Harry Kim 07854 974931
Northern sales manager: Paul Taylor 07970 724090
or e-mail: info@e-wootech.co.uk

the dream is reality…

PaX-Reve3D

• 3 in 1 system: true panoramic + one shot cephal + CBCT (Iso FOV)
• The smallest voxel size provides very high image definition
• Pulsed scan type X-ray giving extremely low dosage

Visit us at the BDTA Dental Showcase Stand L02

E-WOO Technology UK Ltd, Axiom House, The Centre, Feltham, Middlesex TW13 4LU. Tel: 0208 831 1660. www.e-wootech.co.uk
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